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1 Introduction 

Current wayfinding research usually addresses the question of how people navigate, 
orientate and how they can be supported in unfamiliar environments. This scenario is 
important to understand the underlying concepts of wayfinding and to identify general 
principles applicable in wayfinding assistance. However, in every day live we usually 
perform wayfinding tasks in partial (not every place and path is known) familiar 
environments (e.g., if we look for the address of a particular doctor, shop or agency). 
Recently, as the location awareness of mobile devices constantly increases, people get 
interested in analyzing location data to extract spatial user profiles for location based 
services (e.g., [1,2,3,10,11]) or diary applications [4,5,8]. But only very few 
contributions attack the question of how familiarity with an environment and its 
mental representation can be captured, represented and used for wayfinding assistance 
(e.g., [12]) and, to the knowledge of the authors, no available wayfinding assistance 
system is able to integrate previous personal environmental knowledge. All systems 
implicitly assume the user to be completely unfamiliar with the present environment.  

This assumption does not lead to wrong results, but it disregards cognitive and 
representational benefits for the user. If a system knows about the “spatial signature” 
(a unique set of places like a user's home, his work, his grocery, his cafés where he 
meets his friends, the kindergarten of his kids, ...) it can use this previous knowledge 
as a reference frame for personalized assistance. This spatial signature can be used as 
a personalized configuration for navigation assistance systems, mixed reality 
applications (like ubiquitous gaming), profile matching and scheduling applications. 
Integrated in a mobile device, like a mobile phone, such an assistance system can 
generate location sensitive route directions and maps based on the individual 
reference frame: a user's meaningful places and paths between them.  
In the following example we assume a person working at the university of Bremen 
(the black dot on the map in Fig. 3). While being at home, he is looking for an 
unknown address close to the university. A query using Google Maps [13] results in 
route directions (Fig. 1) and a map displaying the route (Fig. 2). If a system integrates 
the previous knowledge of the user it can identify the destination to be close to his 
work place (the red dot in Fig. 3). The system also knows from where the user usually 
approaches his work (the blue line in Fig. 3). This way, the user can be presented with 
“lightweight” but meaningful maps (Fig. 3) and route directions referring to the user's 
personal landmark “workplace”, like “pass your workplace and turn left into Enrique-
Schmidt-Straße”.  
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The integration of previous environmental knowledge in wayfinding assistance offers 
several benefits:  

1. Information Reduction and Implicit Reassurance: If a path from place A to 
place B is well known to the user, he will not need a detailed description and 
can rely on his previous knowledge.  

2. Effective Map and Direction Generation for Mobile Devices: Directions and 
maps can be reduced to a fraction of “naive” results without loosing relevant 
information. Mobile mapping will benefit from this property: maps can be 
adapted by translating the degree of familiarity to the displayed level of 
detail. Those parts of a route, which the user has good knowledge on, can be 
displayed with less details (i.e. highly schematized), and parts with no or 
little knowledge can be displayed in detail. This transformation is related to 
Agrawala's activity based map transformation [6]. A straightforward 
approach for destinations near reference points is to simply display the 
reference point and the unknown part of the route (as in  Fig. 3).  

3. Display-free Navigation and Knowledge Acquisition: Relying on previous 
knowledge, users do not need to stick to displays or maps; hence, their 
knowledge acquistion of the environment is fostered [9]. Users are supported 
through regionalized navigation which relies on their well-known regions 
and places; this reflects cognitive adequate processing and planning of routes 
([7]). Furthermore, users can acquire new environmental knowledge faster 
through relating new locations to previously gained knowledge.  

4. Rapid Access to Maps: If maps integrate individual meaningful places, map 
understanding will be more intuitive (e.g., “Place A is close to Peter's 
house.”). Couriers, taxi drivers or emergency car drivers, i.e. people which 
need rapid access to spatial information, will benefit from such knowledge 
integration. 



2 Identifying Places from Location Data Streams 

Crucial for integrating previous environmental knowledge is the extraction of 
meaningful spatio-temporal patterns from location data sets or location data streams. 
Usually, methods from machine learning are applied to extract this data, for example 
Baysean Filtering [11] or k-means [3]. Kang et al. [1] use a straightforward 
accumulative clustering algorithm, which considers spatial density of location data. 
We pursue a similar approach as it produces satisfying results; however, other than 
Kang et al. we do not rely on static parameters for noise and place detection. A further 
focus in our work is resource awareness in terms of memory consumption. In the 
following, we present our approach to pattern extraction.  

2.1 Requirements  

We address a mobile device scenario with limited computing and storage properties. 
We concentrate on on-the-fly analysis of location data streams. The basic idea is the 
same as in Kang et. al [1]: we check for each newly incoming location data from a 
constant stream whether it forms a cluster with the previous records. The decisive 
criterion for building a cluster is the consolidation of subsequent location samples 
within a range around a center-coordinate. The range is defined by the individual 
mean distance of the movements of a person.   

Our aim is to model the environmental knowledge of a person at a meaningful 
level of detail. We are not only interested in mining places as they are defined by the 
authors above. As we address a wayfinding scenario we are also interested in 
individual reference points, like the traffic light one usually is waiting at, or the turn 
into a main street. This requires a high data sampling rate, a low threshold for 
clustering (to be able to identify minor places like junctions) and reinforcement of 
identified places (to ensure that artifacts and extraordinary events like unusual traffic 
jams do not lead to wrong results). Places are significant to users if they can assign 
them a label or if they couple them with recurrent activity (like always waiting at the 
same traffic light). We assume that people visit their meaningful major places in a 
certain frequency. Such visits have a recognizable longer duration as at minor places 
(e.g., a junction on the way to work). As a consequence, only those minor places are 
of significance, which have recognizable stay duration, and major places are of 
significance if they are regularly reinforced.  

Our algorithm is designed for long term work. We assume a user to carry the 
location sensitive device (like a GPS enabled mobile phone) with him most of the 
time. Only a constant analysis of the environmental signature enables a system to 
really estimate individual environmental knowledge. Our algorithm constantly 
reinforces visited minor and major places; consequently artifacts and false positives 
are eliminated from the “knowledge base”. 



2.2 The Extraction Algorithm 

The location data stream based clustering algorithm IDENTIFY-PLACES illustrated in 
figure 5 requires a high data sampling rate. Our test data are 3 weeks of constant GPS 
tracking with a sampling rate of one sample per second. As an input it requires a 
location data stream (LS), a set of places (DB), the sampling rate (T), the overall mean 
distance (DIST) of all cluster unbound samples (those samples which are not member 
of a cluster) and a temporal lower bound threshold for place durations (DUR). LS, 
DB, T are system resources, DIST is a self-adjusting parameter and DUR is a 
pragmatic value, like 5 or 30 seconds. Clusters are only accepted if their duration is 
more than DUR. Data streams, like the ones we work on, often break off and restart 
later. These events are strong indicators for places as, for example, GPS signals 
usually are not received within buildings. If the distance between the last received 
signal and the first received signal of the new stream is below the threshold DIST and 
the duration is above DUR, IDENTIFY-PLACES has detected a place (steps 1 – 9).  
As long as we are analyzing the stream to identify a possible cluster start and no 
feasible start can be found, DIST is getting updated (steps 32-34). If two subsequent 
samples are closer than DIST, IDENTIFY-PLACES tries to cluster the next samples. 
The cluster center is always a weighted mean coordinate of all members of a cluster 
(e.g. steps 10, 23, 26). If in the next step (after the next sampling interval) the new 
sample is close to the centroid (steps 25-27) the sample will be added to the cluster. If 
the distance of the sample to the centroid is larger than DIST, the sample is rejected, 
the cluster is finalized by the function UPDATE-CLUSTER, and the algorithm is set 
to identify new clusters (steps 28-32).  
The update function UPDATE-CLUSTER (see figure 4), tries to update existing 
places with the currently identified cluster. If a corresponding place can be found 
(step 5), the cluster is removed from the original set and put in a list of candidates 
(steps 6-7). UPDATE-CLUSTER forces the elimination of artifacts by predicting the 
best integration assumption: it selects the candidate which builds a cluster center with 
the minimal distance to the optimal merging location (the unweighted mean of all 
candidates, steps 11-17). If a suitable candidate is identified, the new location for the 
merged place is computed (steps 18-19). While there are unprocessed clusters in the 
candidate set, the process is repeated. Finally, UPDATE-CLUSTER adds the new 
center and all remaining unreachable candidates to DB (steps 19-21).   
IDENTIFY-PLACES has implicit noise detection and handling based on the past 
velocity during the last n measurements: If the current sample covers an unlikely 
distance the sample is ignored and the current mean distance (based on the last n 
samples) is assumed (see steps 17-18 and 35-38). The clustering itself is not aborted, 
since noisy samples with extreme distances (up to several hundred kilometers) are not 
unusual, especially in urban canyons (low signal areas) and outdoor-indoor 
transitions. Usually they are either of short duration (single events or durations of 
some seconds) or the signal is completely lost. In the first case IDENTIFY-PLACES  
does not fail, in the second case it just stores the last assured state (steps 39-42). 
Currently, the noise detection factor is set to m times the mean distance of the last n 
samples (step 18). We instantiated m with n, which worked fine with our data. 
Unlikely acceleration (distance outliers) can be detected using a buffer of the last n 
records; n, the size of distanceBuffer, is a pragmatic value, like 5 or 10, depending on 



the sampling rate (the higher the sampling rate, the lower is n). We use on-the-fly 
initialization of DIST, i.e. we do not have a training phase. Due to the constant 
updating of DIST, initial errors will be eliminated after a few samples.   

IDENTIFY-PLACES has several remarkable properties: clustering is based on the 
spatial density of samples. We do not have to consider temporal density, as the 
sampling rate is fixed. IDENTIFY-PLACES never computes or stores elements of the 
clusters, but only the centroids based on two subsequent samples Ci, Ci+1 ∈ LS. 
Furthermore it is adaptive to the user, as it does not rely on static parameters for place 
identification. It is fail-save and robust regarding noisy events and can recover from 
previous (erroneous) states.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Function: UPDATE-CLUSTER (DB, newC, DUR, DIST, minDUR) 
Input: A set DB consisting of places P (which are tuple consisting of the cluster center coordinates 

C(x,y), meanDuration representing the mean duration spend at C and visits holding the total 
amount of visits), cluster center coordinates newC(x, y), the duration DUR spend at the 
cluster and a distance threshold DIST 

Output: A set of places P 
Side-Effects: Updates places P∈DB 
 

1. if (DUR > minDUR) 
2.  candidateSet ← ∅ 
3.  newP ← new P (newC, DUR, 1) 
4.  for  each Pi ∈DB do 
5.   if (getDistance(newC, C∈Pi) < DIST) 
6.    select and remove Pi  from DB 
7.    candidateSet ← candidateSet ∪ Pi 
8.  minDist ← 0  
9.  while (candidateSet ≠ Ø ∨  minDist ≠ DIST) do 
10.   meanC ← compute mean coordinates based on all C∈Pi∈candidateSet 
11.   minDist ← DIST 
12.   for  each Pi∈candidateSet  do 
13.    newCenter ← compute visit and duration weighted mean coordinates 

           based on newC, C∈ Pi 
14.   tempDist  ← getDistance(meanC, newCenter) 
15.   if (tempDist < minDist) 
16.    minDist ← tempDist 
17.    tempP ← Pi 
18.   select and remove Pi ≡ newP from candidateSet 
19.   newP ← update newP with (newCenter, weighted mean duration of  Pi and  

         newP, visits∈Pi+visits∈newP) 
20.  DB ← DB ∪ newP 
21.  DB ← DB ∪ candidateSet 
22. return DB 

 
Fig. 4: Function UPDATE-CLUSTER 

3 Conclusions and Future Work 

Unknown environments are a common setting in wayfinding research. However, this 
is an unrealistic scenario, since in every-day live we hardly find ourselves in 
completely unknown environments, but rather need to find unknown places in a 
partially known environment, like our home city.  



 
Algorithm: IDENTIFY-PLACES (LS, T, DB, lastC, lastTS, DIST, DUR) 
Input: A Location Data-Stream LS consisting of Coordinates Ci(x, y) and corresponding Timestamps 

TSi, the sampling rate T, the set DB of places P and the last assured algorithm state (lastC, 
lastTS), the mean overall distance between two cluster-unbound points DIST, the lower bound 
duration DUR for all places  

Output: void 
Side-Effects: Will update places P∈DB, DB, lastC, lastTS, DIST  
 

1. oldC ← lastC 
2. startTS ← lastTS 
3. currC ← C1from LS 
4. endTS ← TS1 from LS 
5. clustering ← false 
6. distanceBuffer ← initialize distanceBuffer[n] with DIST 
7. noisyData ← 1 
8. if (distance of (oldC, currC) < DIST ∧ (duration of startTS, endTS) > DUR)) 
9.  clustering ← true 
10.  clusterCenter ← compute mean coordinates for oldC, currC 
11.  oldC ← clusterCenter 
12. else  oldC ← currC 
13.  startTS ← endTS 
14. while LS is active after next ti do 
15.  currC ← Ci+1 from LS 
16.  endTS ← TSi+1 from LS 
17.  distance ← (compute distance oldC, currC)/noisyData 
18.  if (distance ≤ (mean distance of current content of locationBuffer) × m) 
19.   noisyData ← 1 
20.   distanceBuffer ← update distanceBuffer with distance 
21.   if  (clustering = false ∧ distance < DIST) 
22.    clustering ← true 
23.    clusterCenter ← compute mean coordinates 
24.    oldC ← clusterCenter 
25.   else if (clustering = true ∧ distance < DIST) 
26.    clusterCenter ← compute weighted mean coord. of clusterCenter, currC 
27.    oldC ← clusterCenter 
28.   else if (clustering = true ∧ distance ≥ DIST) 
29.    clustering ← false 
30.    DB ← Update-Cluster(DB, clusterCenter, (endTS-startTS), DIST) 
31.    oldC ← currC 
32.   else oldC ← currC 
33.    startTS ← endTS 
34.    DIST ← update weighted mean distance of cluster-unbound coordinates 

        with distance 
35.  else noisyData ← noisyData + 1 
36.   distanceBuffer ← update distanceBuffer with current mean distance 
37.  if (noisyData = length[distanceBuffer]) 
38.   re-initialize distanceBuffer 
39. if (clustering = true ∧ (endTS-startTS > DUR)) 
40.  DB ← Update-Cluster(DB, clusterCenter, (endTS-startTS), 1, DIST) 
41. lastC← currC 
42. lastTS ← endTS 

 
Fig. 5: Algorithm IDENTIFY-PLACES 



Taking individual previous knowledge into account, wayfinding assistance systems 
can provide more efficient, compact, and truly adaptive support. In order to exploit 
this knowledge, users' familiarity with an environment needs to be captured and 
turned into a meaningful representation.  
In this paper, we present an algorithm that allows identifying places meaningful to an 
individual user based on constant mining of (GPS) data streams. Places are 
recognized by recurring patterns in the data stream; frequency based reinforcement 
ensures that one-time events or erroneous measurements are excluded as places in the 
long run, leaving only places a user visits frequently or for longer periods of time. 
In our current work we set up a location-sensitive P2P system, which we feed with 
spatial signatures as configurations for simulated spatial agents. In future this system 
will serve as an environment for collaborative labeling and filtering of places. 
Furthermore we will concentrate on the integration and extraction of cognitive 
plausible decision points, on-the-fly simplification and matching of trajectories and 
the extraction and representation of long term routines. Based on the gained previous 
knowledge profiles we will develop feasible means of representations such as maps or 
verbalization. 
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